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The Economy This Week!

The victory of Gabriel Boric in Chile last week and India’s deep dive in the world inequality report present 
us two faces of the same coin of neoliberal policies thrust on people all over the world. Our problems are 
similar, and so are our struggles. We saw massive strikes by bank employees last week shutting down 
work and willing to take a salary cut, with the parliament adjourned sine die, we are yet to see how far 
this government will take the bill on the privatisation of banks. Meanwhile, the concerns on rural and farm 
credit keep on growing. 

 
The transition from coal to renewables is fraught with questions of equity, climate justice and green 

financing. A joint report from CFA and Climate Trends digs deeper into who is financing coal and who is 
financing RE projects. Development for the Third World comes at a double whammy of just funding and 
responsible treatment of the environment, will the Silverline project in Kerala be able to meet these 
criteria? 

 
Listen to our podcast You, Me and the Economy to know the latest in the arena of finance and economy. 

 
Episode 2 of Money Trail is out now. Do watch. 

 
Team CFA

Does Kerala Need a
Bullet Train? 

Kerala’s flagship Silver Line
project, a semi high speed rail
corridor passing through 11
districts between Trivandrum and
Kasargod is not technically a
“Bullet Train” like the one proposed
between Mumbai and Ahmedabad,
but it has got into similar
controversies as the much talked
about deployment of the flagship
Bullet Train in India. The project
envisaged 12 years ago has lately
gained some traction. Read more.

Faced with grotesque
inequality, what can
we learn from Chile? 

“Chile was the birthplace of
neoliberalism, and it shall also be
its grave!” said Gabriel Boric, a
young student leader from the
radical fold who was forged in the
protests that has rocked Chile in
recent years. The Chileans just
elected him as their president in
what was the most acrimonious
and polarised election in decades. 
Why do we need to know of this
development 17,000 kilometers
away? Read more.

The Fate of Rural and
Farm Credit with
Privatisation of Banks
 

Rural and farm credit were totally
neglected before the
nationalisation of banks on
19th July 1969. The historic All
India Rural Credit Survey carried
out in 1954 showed that formal
credit institutions provided less
than 9% of credit needs in India.
While, the moneylenders, traders
and rich landlords handled more
than 75% of rural credit. 
Read more.

Coal Vs. Renewable-
Financial Analysis 

At COP26, India announced its
objectives to reach net-zero by
2070. In addition, the country aims
to install 500 GW of non-fossil
capacity by 2030, 450 GW of
which would come from renewable
energy sources. India has set an
ambitious renewable energy
capacity target. By the end of the
decade, India aims to rely on non-
fossil fuel sources for close to 60%
of its energy needs. Read more.

Economy, Economics
and the Planetary
Boundaries- Episode 2
 

Listen to Sonal Raghuvanshi talk
about 'Economy, Economics and
the Planetary Boundaries' in the
second episode of 'You, Me and
the Economy,' a podcast curated
by CFA. Listen here.

Why SBI is aligning with Adani? Why India is the most unequal place? | THE MONEY TRAIL 
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